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Fasten Your Seatbelts: It’s Going to be a Bumpy Ride
National poll average: Biden ahead 8 ppts
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Clinton’s average lead in 2016 was 4 ppts
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Be careful about confident proclamations
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Biden’s lead has been remarkably stable
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Voting by Mail: Inviting fraud and abuse?
•
•

•

Biden supporters: 3x more likely to vote by
mail than Trump’s
GOP: 75% believe mail-in makes voting less
secure, inviting fraud, misconduct
and abuse
Contested election: Possible if vote is close
o Both sides lawyer up: Over rejected
ballots and inconsistent policies
o 1.0% of mailed ballots are rejected

•

Biden needs to win popular vote by 3% to have
a 50% chance of hitting 270
Polls at this stage have been wrong 3 times in
the last 12 elections (1988, 2004, 2016)
Betting sites: Show only a slight Biden lead
Incumbent’s advantage: Win 68% of the time
#1 issue for voters is the economy
o Voters prefer Trump on this issue
o Q3 GDP released 10/29: 25% saar
Shy voters: 12% of Republicans say they would
not report true opinions to pollsters
o Pollster response: “How do you think your
neighbors are likely to vote?”
Trump leads on headline share: 75% vs 25%

Swing states include: FL, PA, MN & AZ
•
•

State polls: Infrequent and often of poor quality
(& many are partisan)
Florida: In 2016 Clinton’s poll lead was 2.9 ppts
(Trump won by 1.2 ppts)
o Similar late reversals in PA, MI and WI
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Expect Choppy Markets as November 3rd Approaches
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Economic Policy Uncertainty:
Already close to record highs
Political uncertainty commands a risk premium
• And it is larger in weaker economic conditions
• Also makes stocks more volatile & correlated,
especially when economy is struggling
Choppy markets could last well beyond Nov 3rd
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Hanging chads: Contested election of 2000
was bad for markets
• SPX fell 10% during the 2000 election
• USD declined 8%, 10Y yield fell 80 bps
During periods of elevated volatility
• High quality companies with strong
earnings visibility and sustainable FCF are
likely to outperform

VIX: Elevated during the 2000 election
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SPX vol remained choppy until Jan 8
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Three Scenarios: A Blue Sweep Would be Most Impactful
Status quo (30%): Most action in regulation and appointments
• Fiscal policy: Unlikely to see further stimulus (although Trump promises more tax cuts)
• Deregulation: Further easing of financial, energy and environmental regulations
• Foreign policy: Continued unilateralism, intensified strains with China
o Unwind of fear of rising taxes and regulation would push risk assets & USD higher
Democrat sweep (40%): Progressive agenda -- More spending, more taxes, more regulation
• Tax hikes: But likely smaller and later (2022) than campaign's proposal, due to 90% economy
• MMT-style deficits: Could drive 10Y yield higher (undermining stocks and housing prices)
• Healthcare and pharma reforms: A top priority
• Financial, energy and environmental regulations: Ramped up markedly
• Trade policy: Less aggressive (ex-China), fewer tariffs, could significantly boost EPS
• Foreign policy: Remain tough against China, especially on trade, but more multilateral
o Equities falling moderately (say 5%): Due to tax concerns, regulation
Biden with a Republican Senate (30%): Split congress means less legislation, more EOs
• Sweeping legislation difficult: Especially with 90% economy & “swoosh-shaped” recovery
• Fiscal policy: Similar to status quo
• Regulatory outcome: Like the Dem sweep (environment, energy, finance)
• More predictable foreign policy, but domestic gridlock
o Moderately positive for equities
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Biden’s Platform: Broad Strokes
“Personnel is Policy”: But so far, we only know the VP pick
• Tax hikes: Corporations and high-income individuals (80% fall on the top 1% )
• Federal minimum wage: Raised from $7.25 to $15
• Healthcare: Expand Affordable Care Act (Obamacare)
• Pharmaceuticals: Medicare to negotiate drug prices, link domestic to international prices
• Increased regulation: Finance, energy, environment (relatively little on tech)
• Infrastructure bill: Focused on clean/green, $2 tn plan
• Trade: Work with allies, but still tough on China
• Defense spending: Lower in real terms, a headwind for the industry
Positive impact
• Clean energy, some healthcare sub-sectors, infrastructure, construction materials, lower-end
retailers, U.S. exporters and biggest tariff payers
Negative impact
• Managed care, pharma, traditional auto, oil & gas, defense, banks & consumer finance, high-end
consumer, tariff beneficiaries (e.g., steel, aluminum)

Uncertain for big tech (not a campaign focus)
• Negatives: Higher taxes & the risk of increased regulatory scrutiny (anti-trust, privacy, section 230)
• Positives: VP pick perceived as a friend of tech, and anti-trust action is typically a positive catalyst
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The Pandemic Accelerant: Digital Age Business Strategies
The digitization of the economy is gaining steam
• With WFH, Edtech, e-commerce, e-fitness, and telehealth all accelerated by the pandemic
o Once the crisis subsides some telepresence activities will snap back, like a rubber band, to
their pre-COVID levels
• However, much of the digital acceleration will prove permanent
o Hybrid models will be the most resilient and successful
Digital industries have increased their productivity by four
times as much as physical industries.
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PRODUCTIVITY OF DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL INDUSTRIES IN THE U.S.
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“Crises usually accelerate
real trends in society and
technology; they don’t
create or refute them.”
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Digital Platforms Feature Low Marginal Costs & Increasing Returns to Scale
Two key effects: Global champions & asset-light business models
• Winner-takes-most dynamics: Reflects the inherent scalability of digital platforms
o A company doesn’t have to be a trillion-dollar behemoth to be a global champion
❑ Like MIT professors, it can be one of the top few in a relatively narrow sub-sector
• Asset-light business models: As technology is increasingly being substituted for capital and labor
o Points to improved free cash flow margins and higher ROE
o This will allow many companies to increase dividends and buybacks
❑ Keeping overall payout ratios well above historical norms
Most companies are replacing labor and assets with Technology,
adopting "asset light" business models
THE DIGITAL AGE IS POSITIVE FOR ALL THREE COMPONENTS OF ROE

Source: Epoch Investment Partners
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Digitization, Like Automation & Globalization, is Profoundly Disinflationary
Macro effects: “Lower for even longer” interest rates and a world of yield starvation
• Tech disruption in services: Will be magnitudes larger than what occurred in manufacturing
• The manufacturing experience also suggests wage growth will lag productivity gains
o Lowering unit labor costs and pushing up profit shares, as well as exacerbating inequality
• “Lower for even longer” also results in a rising proportion of “zombie” companies
o This further hurts productivity and profitability in the “atoms” economy
• Additionally, digitization leads to even more vexing difficulties in accurately measuring GDP
o National statistics were designed in the 1940s to measure things you can drop on your toe
o Finally, lower rates are beneficial for long duration equities like tech
The pandemic is accelerating the use of robots
INDUSTRIAL ROBOT INSTALLED BASE (MN) TO DOUBLE FROM 2019 TO 2025
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“I’m happy to see the U.S.
Open using Hawk-Eye Live. Is
the system perfect? Probably
not. Is it close to perfect? Yes.
Is it more perfect than
humans? 100 percent yes.”
— Carlos Silva, CEO World Team
Tennis (explaining the 75%
reduction in # of line judges)

Source: International Foundation of Robotics
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More Activities Moving from “Bricks and Mortar” to the Digital World
Digital platforms: To represent the vast majority of equity market cap by the end of the decade
• With tech, healthcare, and communications the most promising sectors

400

“If you’re a shareowner in Amazon,
you may want to take a seat,
because we’re not thinking small.”

350

— Jeff Bezos, Amazon CEO

Six digital platforms* account for 50%
of the S&P 500’s rise since 2015
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“The retail world that would have
existed in the year 2030 has been
pulled into 2020. Brick and mortar
retailers that were thinking of
moving online have done so at
an incredible clip over the last
8-10 weeks.”
— Harley Finkelstein, Shopify COO

What is your business strategy in the digital age?
• This is one of our favorite questions to ask management teams
• If a company cannot provide a convincing response, it will likely flounder and ultimately disappear
• Also, as the success of the big tech firms has demonstrated, “Data is the new oil”
o Comparative advantage increasingly defined by ability to aggregate content & consumers
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A Familiar Pattern: Dividends Fall Less than Earnings in 2020 Recession
S&P 500 dividends usually track earnings,
but during recessions fall by about half as much
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The 2020 recession looks typical in a number of respects,
but EPS appears to have troughed after only two quarters
Average for 9 recessions since 1955

Earnings

Dividends

Peak-to-trough decline (%)

20.1%

9.9%

From peak to trough (# Qs)

5

2

Rebound to previous peak (# Qs)

6

3

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners
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Another Familiar Pattern:
Dividend and Earnings Pressure Concentrated in Few Sectors

Declines experienced so far during the COVID recession:
Div Yld Div Payout
Ratio
(ppts)
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Holdings Have a History of Raising Dividends
NUMBER OF COMPANIES THAT INCREASED THEIR DIVIDENDS
Global Equity Shareholder Yield
(As of September 30, 2020)
2008
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62

69
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2020
YTD

54
* Several companies increased their dividends more than once in each year.
Source: Epoch Investment Partners, Inc. The data shown above is for a representative account. Such data may vary for each client in the strategy due to market conditions, client guidelines and diversity of
portfolio holdings. The data is unaudited and may change at any time. The data is supplemental to the composite presentation, is shown for informational purposes only, and is not indicative of future portfolio
characteristics or returns.
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Where to Find Abundant, Steady Income in a World of Yield Starvation
GLOBAL EQUITY SHAREHOLDER YIELD
(As of September 30, 2020)

Epoch Global Equity Shareholder Yield

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index
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Sources: Bloomberg, FactSet.
The data shown for Global Equity Shareholder Yield is of a representative account and such data may vary for each client in the strategy due to market conditions, client guidelines and diversity of
portfolio holdings.
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Investment Conclusions
1. November Election: Be Careful about Confident Proclamations
• A stark contrast in policy platforms: Expect markets to remain choppy until (at least) Nov 3rd
2. COVID as an Accelerant: What is Your Business Strategy in the Digital Age?
• Digital platforms: To represent the vast majority of equity market cap by end of the decade
• Asset-light business models: To keep overall payout ratios well above historical norms
3. The 90% Economy: No single letter encapsulates the recovery
• A few sectors are experiencing a “V” (e.g., housing), while most trace out a “Nike swoosh”
• Fed worries that some industries face an “L”, while “K” has become an apt metaphor for this cycle
4. Magic Money Tree: No Need to Worry about the Bill, Provided Inflation Remains Tame?
• Powell: The Fed isn’t “even thinking about thinking about raising rates”
̶
Fed has monetized almost all the additional federal debt issued this year due to pandemic
5. A World of Yield Starvation: For Years and Years to Come
• Bond yields driven lower by demographic challenges, excessive leverage, hyper-aggressive central
banks and, now, by the scar tissue left behind by the pandemic
6. Like Diamonds, Dividends are Forever
• Despite the severity of this recession, the decline in dividends has been moderate
• Shareholder yield: The best place to find abundant, steady income in a world of yield starvation
As a result of the above points, we believe the best positioned companies are those that have a
demonstrated ability to produce sustainable FCF and allocate that cash flow effectively between return
of capital options and reinvestment/acquisition opportunities.
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Epoch Thought Leadership
RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS
Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:

“The Pandemic Accelerant: Digital
Age Business Strategies”

Sept. 11, 2020

The last six months have been profoundly
transformational, with the COVID shock acting
as an accelerant for the digitization of the
economy. All companies will be acutely affected,
although the biggest winners are platforms, with
their economies of scale and low marginal costs.

The Pandemic Accelerant
August 7, 2020

Grounded: COVID-19's Impact
on the Aircraft Industry

“The Death of Dividends:
Greatly Exaggerated"

“Election Campaign Enters
Overdrive: Choppy Markets Ahead”

The COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on the
market has brought dividends to the top of many
investor’s minds. Will dividend paying companies
be able to sustain their payouts in the face of an
economic slowdown? How will these pressures
affect the outlook for dividends?

The final days of the U.S. presidential
campaign promises a torrent of incendiary
rhetoric and plenty of surprises for both voters
and investors. We look at implications for
taxes, regulation, health care, global trade, and
anti trust issues among others, dependent on
the outcomes of the election.

“When ‘Bits’ Meet ‘Atoms’”

Winning at Active Management

The Digital Age and the transition from
“atoms” to “bits” imply a capital-light
economy in which technology is being
substituted for labor and physical
assets. Its impact is widespread and
stretches beyond the technology sector.

Authored by three Epoch portfolio managers,
the book examines the issues facing the
investment management industry and
explores the essential roles of culture,
philosophy and technology.
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